
(idea + execution)c

Which is more important, an idea or the execution of the idea?



(idea + execution)c

An adequate idea superbly executed is worth more than a superb idea 
with flawed execution. (But we still aim for great ideas, because a great 
idea with great execution...ahhhh.)

(idea + execution)c



How to create an attention-grabbing portrait-based cover for the launch post-redesign?
Focus the person beyond the depth of field and focus instead on a concept visual. Having his face 
blurred makes you look at it, really look at it. Save the traditional face-focus shots for the feature 
interior, this cover stops you.



Paint or print your concept on a substrate.
The “canvas” can lend the art extra meaning, like wood or 
an executive’s worn-in shoe.
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You may be remembered as much for how you leave an

association as for how you lead it. Here are considerations

to help you protect the association you have worked so

hard to build, while still gracefully disconnecting yourself

for your next exciting venture. Leaving Your
Footprint 



When it comes to making technology decisions around

budget time, association executives must realize a simple

lesson: Spending a little more upfront than you might be

“comfortable” with on technology might actually be

cheaper in the long run. The alternative? Pinch pennies as

you watch dollars fly out the window due to technology

inefficiencies and poor tech budgeting.  BY JEANNE L. ALLERT

FOCUS FINANCE
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Make objects using everyday items. 
We are pretty good at folding dollars. Try it, although it’s not as easy as it looks, with practice you 
can make bills become balls too.



HUMAN POTENTIAL

Illustration adds value to stock imagery. 
We hand-painted wallpaper and the generic  
quality of stock disappeared.



Sometimes you gotta let the imagery dance. 
We used a delicate design hand so that the necessary navigation content is not intrusive to that suck-
you-in experience of an awesome photo.

FALL 2010

Also inside: 

The 21st century performing arts center / Adopting an artist / Ecological thinking

Future
ticket to the

January / February 2010

Also inside: 

Majora Carter wants beauty and justice for all / Five success stories during hard times / RT @APAP2010 #APAP. Time 4U2 tweet!  

art vaults
risks we Face. risks we take.



Association professionals all know that
the nonprofit sector is governed by laws
that regulate its behavior. Tax laws, laws
that prohibit discrimination, environ-
mental statutes, and laws requiring fidu-
ciary responsibility exemplify legal issues
they all must contend with. So why
would organizational executives even
consider adopting more rules, especially
regarding an issue that seems to arise so
rarely in associations? 

Every day more than 1,000 people send
e-mails to the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), and every month 
an average of 2,000 people contact the
U.S. Department of Defense hotline. Most
of these communications are made 
by whistleblowers. Almost every morning
newspaper contains articles featur-
ing whistleblowers: after 9/11, patriotic
whistleblowers reported concerns about
breaches of security. Following California’s
energy crisis, energy-sector whistleblowers
sought to expose system manipulation,

Longtimewhistleblowingresearcher and professor
Roberta Ann Johnson, 

Ph.D., examines the evolution
of whistleblower laws and 
the question of whether

associations should consider
adopting whistleblower
protections similar to 
those in government and for-profit sectors.
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and in Congress, auditors of private com-
panies testified about tax cheats. More
people blow the whistle in the United
States than anywhere else in the world.

The first whistleblower law, the False
Claims Act, passed during the Civil War.
Addressing wartime contractor profiteer-
ing, the law relied on citizens to uncover
fraud. Individuals could expose wrong-
doing and, on behalf of the United States,
sue the companies that were making
“false claims.” As an incentive, such citi-
zens could keep a percentage of the
money they saved the government. 

A hundred years after the Civil War, the
term “whistleblower” developed. During
the 1960s, the word’s meaning evolved to
distinguish “ethical dissenters” from
Mafia and former Communist inform-
ants. Ralph Nader was credited with help-
ing to legitimize the term by using it in the
title of his book Whistleblowing: The Report
of the Conference on Professional Responsibil-
ity (Grossman, 1972).

Technically, though, a “whistleblower”
is a member or former member of an
organization who exposes nontrivial
wrongdoing and makes the information
public. In a few decades, the general
public increasingly began to see whistle-

blowers as heroes instead of pariahs.
Even with dire personal consequences,
the number of whistleblowers has
increased dramatically. At least four fac-
tors can be attributed to this:  changes in
the bureaucracy, institutional support,
American cultural values, and codes and
protective legislation.

Changes in the Bureaucracy 
Changes in bureaucratic hiring practices
and operations have contributed to the rise
in whistleblowing, especially in govern-
ment. Increasingly, better-educated and
professionally trained people bring with
them standards that might differ at times
from agency goals. Further, bureaucracies
have expanded into new and sensitive
areas of health, safety, and homeland
security. Today, bureaucrats who must
make often-hard decisions are increasingly
sensitive to public consequences.

Institutional Support
A unique institutional context makes
American whistleblowing easier. Media
attention, helpful organizations, and
interested legislatures create an environ-
ment supportive of whistleblowers. When
news reporters tell whistleblower stories,

they engage, publicize, and sustain inter-
est in whistleblower issues. The media
also help establish the credibility of
whistleblowing and help legitimize
whistleblower claims. Little wonder that a
program such as 60 Minutes, which often
features whistleblower stories, receives
hundreds of solicitations each week from
people with information they believe
could right or stop a serious wrong.

In addition to media, supportive organi-
zations such as the National Whistle-
blowing Center have sprouted in the
United States, making whistleblowing less
lonely. In contrast to most other countries,
nonprofit whistleblower organizations
abound, offering psychological, legal, and
technical assistance. Some groups focus on
particular agencies such as the U.S. Forest
Service (Forest Service Employees for Envi-
ronmental Ethics), Department of Defense
(Project on Government Oversight), and
Treasury (National Association of Treasury
Agents). Others specialize in particular
services such as helping with False Claims
Act lawsuits (Taxpayers Against Fraud),
providing legal assistance with class-
action-level cases (Government Account-
ability Project), and sharing psychological
support (Integrity International).

In addition, the institutional setting
for American whistleblowers includes the
constitutional system of checks and bal-
ances. As we all learned in school, with
checks and balances, the legislative and
executive branches are both partners
and rivals. This institutional context
helps whistleblowers. Congress exercises
its oversight responsibilities vis-a-vis

A Piercing Look  

Whistleblowing
BY ROBERTA ANN JOHNSON, PH.D.
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Scientific organizations are often confronted with 
a brutal ethical dilemma: Will releasing a piece 
of information do more harm or good?
BY SCOTT BRISCOE

Censorship
An Ugly

Word in
Science
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Censorship. No researcher or publisher likes the term, even if
it’s self-censorship. By their nature they want to discover and
release information. But there are times when doing so
might endanger rather than protect, undercut rather than
illuminate, or kill rather than save.

The most current and vivid examples are scientific journals publishing research on
microbiological agents. It hasn’t occurred yet, but imagine what would happen if a
paper from a journal is found in possession of a terrorist group that appeared to use
the information to help them construct and deploy a biological weapon. That journal
and the organization that publishes it just entered a maelstrom of controversy.

But the issue reaches further than microbiology. In a historic or archeological sense,
a sensitive site could be desecrated. In an ecological sense, an ecosystem or endan-
gered plant or animal could be at risk. In a lot of ways, organizations in these fields
are ahead of the curve because they’ve been dealing with the sensitivity of data for
years. But as technology has changed the way the world accesses information, they
too have had to update their processes and procedures for safeguarding information.

The crux of the issue is this. All of these types of organizations exist at least in part
to provide information. The purpose of providing information is to make the world a
better place. In a perfect world, there are no constraints on that information, but this
is not a perfect world. Those who possess the information have the agonizing respon-
sibility of deciding which information is appropriate for which people.

Publish and Perish
Going back to the journal and organization in the maelstrom, the reasonable
response would be that the research was meant for positive ends. The organization
could point to countless papers on sensitive topics that led to positive results: a vaccine,
for example. They could argue that if they didn’t publish it, the information would
likely be disseminated in a different way, or, for that matter, that most if not all of the

information was already published. They could even take a page from the National
Rifle Association Handbook and say “Research doesn’t kill; people do.”

But reason doesn’t win out in a mob, and the potential to overreact and enact rash
new laws, regulations, or policies is great.

Now you’ve entered the agonizing position in which some scientific journal editors
are finding themselves. Previously, they had to deal with scientific ethics and whether
or not a paper presented an innovative idea or technique. There were a few off-limits
areas: nuclear reactions and smallpox are classic examples. But it’s different now.
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Simple can be powerful



SPRINGTIME

IS HERE!

Washington Convention Center,

May 13. Program Guide starts 

after page 112. 
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Movement in print
Designed for print, in the days of print only, 
this cover was quiet, yet electric; it vibrated 
as though it was moving.  
(Digital viewing calls for us to note that you 
need to look for the word “Ethics.”)



Coal Dust and Singed Eyebrows

BY BRAD DEVRIESPS
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Aside from Longfellow’s “spreading
chestnut tree” that junior high students
must learn in English classes, it is quite
easy to imagine a modern world where
no one hammers hot steel on a ringing
anvil. The hands of blacksmiths shaped
the machines that touched off the
Industrial Revolution and changed virtu-
ally everything we see around us today.
In the process, of course, the village
smithy promptly went out of business,
overwhelmed in the flood of machine-
made farming implements, hooks,
hinges, locks, and tools. 

Since I believe a hobby should be as
devoid of anything resembling produc-
tive output as spousal opinion will allow,
it’s hardly surprising that I found myself
trying to learn a craft that counted its
heyday more than a century ago. Though
it seemed a delightful anachronism then,
the anvil has taught me a few things
about the modern world that I could not
have learned anywhere else.

It helps to have old hands show you
the basics, the foundation that helps you
avoid multiple trips to the emergency
room. You first learn how to grip a ham-
mer with your thumb flat along the han-
dle, not wrapped around it like a
carpenter. Because a good anvil is
designed to bounce the hammer back up
in preparation for the next blow, control
is important, so the hammer doesn’t
pop you right between the eyes. I saw it
happen once, and it wasn’t funny, at
least not for the first few minutes —
then it was hilarious.

You learn to dress in natural
fibers — cotton, wool, or
leather — that will smol-
der, not melt, and give
your nose some warning
when something is amiss.
Burning cotton means
you’re leaning against some-
thing you shouldn’t. A whiff of
singed leather means you have grabbed
something hot, and you have a couple of
seconds to drop it and fling off your

glove before it really hurts. Hamburger
on the grill means something is about to
leave a lifelong memento and reminds
you to give thanks for your day job that
provides health insurance.

But it’s worth it. You get to see the
magic that happens between hammer
and anvil as your skills and knowledge
grow. While I’ve proved that it is easy to
turn perfectly good steel into a lumpy,
misshapen mess, I have learned how the
process of hand forging imposes a style
on the work that has a unique beauty. A
bar that tapers gracefully over its entire
length makes a lighter, better tool that
pleases hand and eye. Spiraling scrolls
look like new fiddlehead ferns and show
the smith’s sense of balance and form,
rather than the hard, practical stamp of
a machine. 

Once you begin to learn the craft, the
world takes on a different look. You rec-
ognize that the lumpy, cast-iron fleur-

de-leis that top most iron fences these
days hearken back to the hand-forged
points that blacksmiths made by the
hundreds for the towering fences
wealthy landowners used to keep out
the not so rich. You enjoy moments of
discovery when you stumble across
hand-forged gates, grates, or other archi-
tectural details, often buried under
decades of well-meaning black paint.

Special lessons come from learning
something difficult in the public eye, as I
have at the Colvin Run Mill (www.co.fair-
fax.va.us/parks/crm/) near Tysons Corner,
Virginia. The functioning blacksmith shop
and its semifunctional blacksmiths are
part of Colvin Run Mill’s dedication to
educating park visitors about life in Vir-
ginia in the 19th century. Smithing for an
audience has taught me not to be too
specific early on about what I’m making,
in case the steel and the fire have differ-
ent ideas that day.

Getting started is easier than you’d think.
The mill is always on the lookout for folks
who want to learn to swing a hammer, as is
the Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac
(http://bgop.abana-chapter.com/). While a
little brawn doesn’t hurt when trying to
persuade steel, good technique is better —
probably the finest smith I ever saw at
work was a small woman one-handing 
a six-pound sledgehammer, with me
standing nearby, jaw agape. 

Best of all, blacksmithing fulfills cre-
ative and destructive urges simultane-
ously. As satisfying as it is to dip a
well-forged piece in the quench bucket,
a hard week at work stands little chance
against the cathartic joys of a Saturday
spent swinging with all your might

against a ringing anvil and watching
hot steel bend to your will. 

Brad DeVries is the associate
director for media relations at

Defenders of Wildlife and has
more time-consuming, largely

pointless hobbies than he generally
admits in public.

SCOTT ROBERTS
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Giving Life a Whirl

BY DAWN HATZER, CAEPS
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Ballroom dancing is my passion. Several
years ago my neighbors signed up for 
a class in ballroom dancing through 
the local continuing education program.
They were practicing their newly learned
steps out in their driveway one evening,
and like any good neighbors, my hus-
band and I were making fun of them.

Finally, they talked us into taking a
beginner ballroom dancing class in waltz,
foxtrot, and swing at the local school.
One class and I was hooked; it took my
golf-loving husband a little longer to
build his enthusiasm, but he is now into
the scene, too. 

I have been dancing for almost seven
years, taking weekly group dance lessons
and dancing socially almost every
weekend with my husband and friends.
Three years ago I got more serious and
started taking private lessons every week
or so. My teacher suggested that I con-
sider entering a ballroom dancing com-
petition as an amateur with him as my
partner (called “pro/am competing”).

I didn’t know what to think at first,
but then I agreed that trying some-
thing new is always good, so I
entered my first competition. 
I chose to dance International Latin
(which includes cha cha, rumba,
samba, and jive) in my age group at
the bronze level. I also signed up to
dance a showcase dance in rumba. 
I must say I was feeling pretty good
about myself as I walked away 
with four first-place ribbons danc-
ing uncontested.

Then came the showcase, and all
was going well until I completely
forgot the routine. I looked at my
dance instructor/partner and said
with shock and horror, “I have com-
pletely forgotten what I am doing
out here.” He was reassuring, but
frankly, it was a strange routine.
Having experienced the joy of
winning, I then had to experience
the agony of defeat — not to men-
tion a little embarrassment. I came
in third, again dancing uncontested.

My father never understood how I could
come in third when I wasn’t dancing
against anyone, but you are always
dancing against minimum scores, even if
no one else is dancing in that heat.

Competitive dancing is completely
different from social dancing. If I knew all
the secrets, I would be winning every
competition, but there are some givens.
If you dance a showcase, the judges
generally expect you to remember the
routine. They also expect you to dance
the correct steps for the dance category
in which you are competing; no dancing
tango steps to foxtrot (one of my friends
did that). Partners should dance together
— that means no letting go of each other
and doing your own thing or dancing to
different beats of the music (a big 
no-no). You are judged not only on
proper steps, footwork, and rhythm, but
also on proper body position and, in the
case of Latin dancing, good Latin motion.

On top of all that, judges want you to
look like ballroom dancing is as easy as
swinging a toddler around in the living
room and just as fun. Finally, while I do
enjoy competitions, I am not immune to
a little performance anxiety, and you
can’t let the judges see that. 

Not to be too hard on myself, I have
seen professional ballroom dancers
break their connection with one another,
and I’ve seen several dancers fall; one pro
couple even had to sit down for a few
seconds during their dancing. That’s why
competition is so exciting!

At one competition I attended, a judge
presented a workshop on how to win
competitions. He talked about many
different things, but one comment really
stuck in my mind: “Remember, most of
the time you are going to lose, so cherish
and enjoy those rare occasions when
you win.” 

Dancing is the best stress reliever 
I know. It takes total concentration,
whether you are learning a new step or

preparing to step out in front of
judges. It’s also great exercise. 
I devote my weekends to this
pursuit and arrive back to work 
on Monday mornings at the 
Direct Marketing Association of
Washington ready to deal with the
challenges of the week.

Last fall after two years of
competition, I won a trophy at the
Carolina Classic Competition in
North Carolina in the Latin Four
Dance Competition, and it was a
fantastic moment. It was the first
trophy I had ever won in my life, and
I treasured every moment of the
experience. Even so, for me, winning
or losing is not that important — the
fun is all in the dancing, whether it is
social, competitive, or practice.  

Dawn Hatzer, CAE, is executive
director of the Direct Marketing
Association of Washington. She
can be reached at (301) 427-0057
and dhatzer@hqstaff.com.SCOTT ROBERTS
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Editorial team wanted caricatures, but we were uncertain that people actually enjoy caricatures of themselves. 
We decided to use this caricature-like approach, which worked even with crummy snapshots but had less potential to 
offend. This last page department got a lot of eyes on it and the illustrator declared this his ‘favorite project.’



Not Every 
W hether the economy is hot or

cold — or somewhere in
that lukewarm malaise we

seem to be in now — business survival is
never easy. Businesses of all types and
sizes go bankrupt and die every day. One
thing is for sure: Only the smart survive. 

While companies focus on branding
and customer-loyalty strategies to
attract and retain customers, the con-
sumer’s attitude is, “It’s all about me.”

Consumers expect companies to do
anything to earn their business. We’ve
all heard the story about the guy who
returned a shirt to Nordstrom with an
ink stain from a leaky pen. Was it the
store’s fault? No, but they replaced the
shirt anyway to drive customer loyalty.
I saw someone return a lawnmower to
Home Depot because he didn’t like it
after using it for several weeks. Was
that the store’s fault? No, but they stand

behind what they sell. What are the
true costs of these actions? Someone
has to pay. 

In recent years, the for-profit sector
has become ruthless in its customer-
acquisition tactics. The hunt for high-
value customers has forced corporations
to adapt to a more segmented customer
base. While customers are saying, “It’s
all about me,” companies are moving
from a customer-is-king attitude to one

Customer is a King
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We hire illustrators that like 
to make things too.



(idea + execution)c

Wondering what that “c” is? Collaboration.

Technology and real-time or virtual processes/teams have ushered collaboration into 
it’s zenith. 

We refine our production and creation processes to tap it. No! To exploit it.

The power of us. We believe in it.  Bussolati looks forward to collaborating with you.


